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1.1

Key terminology

KEY TERMS

Incident

Occurrence arising out of, or in the course of, work that could or does result in injury/ill health/damage. An 

incident where injury/ill health/damage occurs is sometimes referred to as an ‘accident’.

Source: ISO 45001:2018 – Occupational health and safety management systems

Dangerous occurrence

ACTIVITY

Think about the impact an injury and time off work would have on you, your colleagues, your work activities 

and family. Note down what could be affected by your incapacity.
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1.1

ACTIVITY 

Think about the costs of an accident to an organisation. How many of these would be recoverable?

Examples of insured or recoverable costs of an incident are:

 y medical costs relating to injury and/or ill health; and

 y damages to the injured party or to the family of a deceased worker. 

Examples of uninsured costs of an incident are:

 y investigation time;

 y productivity/down-time during investigation;

 y retraining costs;

 y increase in insurance premiums;

 y lost business through down-time and diminished reputation; 

 y loss of expertise;

 y further control measures; and

 y low staff morale affecting productivity.
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Investigating near misses

THOUGHT PROVOKER

We have now looked at the strong argument for investigating incidents, but why is it important to investigate 

incidents that do not result in harm?
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1.3

The root cause or causes of the incident is often the management failure from which all other failures stem. In the simple 

example we’ve just given, this may be due to there being no system in place to deal with trailing cables, which may be 

a common situation throughout the workplace. Most, if not all, incidents can be prevented and the purpose of incident 

investigation is to discover the immediate, underlying and root causes in order to take action to prevent a recurrence. The 

results of the investigation, particularly the action plan, should be communicated to all concerned.

Incident investigation teams

The size of the investigation team will depend on:

 y the size of the organisation; and

 y the complexity or seriousness of the incident.

ACTIVITY

Group discussion: Who would you typically involve in an investigation team for each level of investigation?
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Pre-investigation actions

The initial steps to take following an incident, but before an investigation begins, are to:

 y establish emergency response, such as first aid, and ensure the scene is safe;

 y preserve the scene.

When making the scene safe it is important that you always assess your own safety and that of others. There can be a conflict 

between making the scene safe and preserving it. However, in these cases the safety objective will always win.

The other initial steps that you must take are to:

 y gather witness contact details for interviews;

 y take note of any environmental conditions that may be relevant, such as icy ground or high winds;

 y gather information on any equipment involved in the incident; and

 y decide whether the incident will be reportable under local legislation, for example, RIDDOR (which was discussed earlier 

in this book). If it is reportable, the relevant authority must be notified within the timeframes set out in country-specific 

legislation. 

How soon an investigation should start will depend on the level of risk involved - in general, as soon as possible. Where 

witnesses are to be interviewed, this should happen as quickly as possible to ensure witnesses do not have an opportunity to 

forget elements that could be relevant to the investigation. However, it must be noted that traumatised witnesses might just be 

asked for an initial account of their observations and may need to be handled with sympathy.

ACTIVITY

Before we look at this section, what sort of evidence do you think you would gather for an incident 

investigation? Note down your ideas and we will revisit this list at the end of this section.
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ACTIVITY

Looking back at the list you made at the beginning of this section, are there any additional types of evidence 

you would add to it?
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Concept of barrier controls

Identifying barriers, such as safety or control functions 

that have failed, is an important step in the information-

gathering stage of an investigation. The investigation needs 

to establish how the risk should have been controlled (the 

benchmark standard). A barrier, such as a guard or a control 

system, is supposed to create a safe or safer place of work. 

If a critical barrier has failed and allowed an incident to 

occur, the investigation will need to include looking at those 

circumstances, for example:

 y somebody getting their fingers cut after they removed a 

guard to clear a blockage; or 

 y a blast wall failing, identifying a design fault.

THOUGHT PROVOKER

Thinking of your own workplace, what barrier controls does your organisation have in place?

Barrier to stop further adverse effects
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ACTIVITY

Note down some of the findings you would expect an incident investigation to uncover after all information 

has been gathered and analysed. 

causes of an incident. An example of this follows.
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ELIMINATION

SUBSTITUTION

ENGINEERING CONTROLS

SIGNAGE/WARNINGS AND/OR 
ADMINISTRATION CONTROLS

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

THOUGHT PROVOKER

Personal protective equipment is at the bottom of the hierarchy of control. Why do you think this is?
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ACTIVITY

Before we look at this section in detail, what sort of things would you expect the action plan to consider? 

Note down some ideas and check whether you were right as the tutor goes through this section.
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ACTIVITY

Can you think of any other benefits and limitations of conducting interviews on site in addition to those 

mentioned earlier?

E Engage and explain

At this stage, it is important to establish a number of points 

with the interviewee, to ensure the best outcome is achieved.

 y Set out the aims and objectives of the interview (please also 

see Element 1.3) – it is important to explain these to 

the interviewee. 

 y Assess any individual needs of the interviewee – comfort, 

refreshments, etc.

 y Establish a rapport with the interviewee – engaging the 

interviewee in conversation will help put them at their ease.

Assessing the needs of the interviewee 
eg refreshments
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THOUGHT PROVOKER

Why do you think closed questions should not be used during the initial information gathering part of 

the interview?
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THOUGHT PROVOKER

Think back to conversations you have had with your colleagues or friends or family. Do you think that you 

actively listen or do you simply ‘hear’?
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ACTIVITY

What sort of pressures do you feel an investigator will need to deal with if they operate in an organisation 

with a blame culture?

Bias

KEY TERMS

Bias

"Inclination or prejudice for or against one person or group, especially in a way considered to be unfair."

Oxford Dictionary of English

Bias is sometimes referred to as ‘strong inclinations’. It is 

particularly important that any internal investigation is not 

affected by bias. If bias is present in the investigation team, it 

can mean that important issues that could be uncovered during 

an investigation go unquestioned or unnoticed.

Bias among the investigation team can also sometimes greatly 

affect the outcome of an investigation.
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ACTIVITY

What behaviours might a witness display during an interview that could be self-serving bias?
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ACTIVITY

Group discussion: Can you think of five more examples of fundamental attribution error?

ASSESSMENT

Element 5 is an introduction to advanced incident investigation techniques and does not form part of the 

assessment for this qualification. It is, therefore, time to complete the assessment activities. The accredited 

course provider will give further instructions but please also refer to the ‘Guidance and information for students 

and internal assessors’ which is downloadable from the NEBOSH website www.nebosh.org.uk. 
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